Distribution schedule 2021

> January 2021
CANNES ADVANCES
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Additional rights

> February 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING RIGHTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
ONLINE RIGHTS
LITERATURE: Publishing and reproduction rights
VISUAL ARTS: Reproduction and resale rights

> March 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL RIGHTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Concerts, parties & other
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Supplement
REPROGRAPHY
REPROGRAPHY: for foreign authors’ societies

> April 2021
CANNES ADVANCES (payment on April 1st)
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Additional rights
ONLINE RIGHTS

> May 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING RIGHTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Concerts, parties & other
LITERATURE: Publishing and reproduction rights

> June 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
MECHANICAL RIGHTS BELGIUM
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL RIGHTS
ONLINE RIGHTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Advance radio & TV
VISUAL ARTS: Reproduction and resale rights
DEFINITIVELY NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RIGHTS

> July 2021
CANNES ADVANCES (payment on July 1st)
PERFORMING ARTS
PERFORMING ARTS: Additional rights
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS

> August 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING RIGHTS
LENDING RIGHTS REPROGRAPHY
LITERATURE: Publishing and reproduction rights

> September 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL RIGHTS
ONLINE RIGHTS
VISUAL ARTS: Reproduction and resale rights
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Concerts, parties & other

> October 2021
CANNES ADVANCES (payment on October 1st)
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
ONLINE RIGHTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
QUALIFIED CONCERTS: Additional rights
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Additional rights
DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS: Foreign broadcasters
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Radio & TV
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Cable sub-publishers

> November 2021
PERFORMING ARTS
AUDIOVISUAL REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
ONLINE RIGHTS
ONLINE: Additional rights
INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING RIGHTS
PRIVATE COPY AND LENDING RIGHTS: Audiovisual and radio
PRIVATE COPY AND LENDING RIGHTS: Additional rights
VISUAL ARTS: Cable, television and private copying rights
VISUAL ARTS: Cable rights sister societies
LITERATURE: Publishing and reproduction rights
PRIVATE COPY: Literary & visual works

> December 2021
QUALIFIED CONCERTS
MECHANICAL RIGHTS BELGIUM
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL RIGHTS
DEFINITIVELY NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RIGHTS
PERFORMING RIGHTS BELGIUM: Concerts, parties & other
VISUAL ARTS: Reproduction and resale rights